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Abstract
The development of the XCS Learning Classifier System has produced a robust and stable im-
plementation that performs competitively in direct–reward environments. Although investigations
in delayed–reward (i.e. multi–step) environments have shown promise, XCS still struggles to effi-
ciently find optimal solutions in environments with long action–chains. This paper highlights the
strong relation of XCS to reinforcement learning and identifies some of the major differences. This
makes it possible to add Eligibility Traces to XCS, a method taken from reinforcement learning to
update the prediction of the whole action–chain on each step, which should cause prediction up-
date to be faster and more accurate. However, it is shown that the discrete nature of the condition
representation of a classifier and the operation of the genetic algorithm cause traces to propagate
back incorrect prediction values and in some cases results in a decrease of system performance. As
a result further investigation of the existing approach to generalisation is proposed.
1 Introduction
Learning Classifier Systems (LCS) are a class of machine learning techniques that utilise evolutionary
computation to provide the main knowledge induction algorithm. They are characterised by the repre-
sentation of knowledge in terms of a population of simplified production rules (classifiers) in which the
conditions are able to cover one or more inputs. The Michigan LCS [16] maintains a single population
of production rules with a Genetic Algorithm (GA) operating with the population . . . each rule main-
tains its own fitness estimate. LCS are general machine learners, primarily limited by the constraints
in the representation adopted for the production rules (see, for example, [34]) and by the complexity
of the solutions that can be maintained under the action of the GA [12].
LCS have been successfully applied to many application areas – most notably for Data Mining
[22, 18, 6] but also more complex problems (e.g. [14, 26]). In particular the now commonly known
XCS1 brought significant improvements in the robustness and generalisation abilities of such classifier
systems, as empirically demonstrated in direct reward environments in many cases (e.g. [32, 19, 34,
6, 13]). Solutions to delayed reward environments were found for simple environments (e.g. Woods2
[32, 33]), but XCS was shown to struggle to find the correct predictions in long chain environments, such
as Woods14 [20]. Recently, due to XCS’s similarity with reinforcement learning (RL) [21], performance
in such environments has been improved by translating new developments in reinforcement learning
to classifier systems. [7] has significantly improved XCS performance by adding direct and residual
gradient descent [1, 2] to the prediction update. This allows the classifier system to find optimal
predictions in Woods14 and other environments when using random start states and a low minimum
error to avoid the problem of over–general classifiers identified in [5, 3].
Still, prediction update in XCS is limited to one time step (known as single–step temporal difference
learning TD(0) in RL), resulting in slow reward distribution in large environments. To improve the
speed of prediction update, RL provides a method called TD(λ) that keeps a decaying log of previous
states (Eligibility Traces) which will be updated at each prediction update. This not only provides
faster distribution of the reward to earlier states in the action–chain but also faster convergence to the
optimal values [30, 31, 28]. Given XCS’s similarity to Q-Learning2 and the performance improvement
due to Eligibility Traces in Q(λ), it is hypothesised that adding such traces to XCS will result in
comparable prediction update improvements.
1XCS is a classifier system that uses prediction accuracy as basis for classifier fitness calculation. The interested reader
is referred to [32, 33, 9].
2Q-Learning is off-policy TD(0) for optimal control [30].
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Updating predictions for several state–action values at once is not a novel idea in classifier systems.
[17] kept a record of all active classifiers during one episode and performed value update only at the
end of each episode3. In [23], the speed of reward propagation was improved by adding static “bridging
classifiers” that span over the whole action chain to update all classifiers in that chain at once. [11]
even proposed TBB(λ), an improved bucket brigade algorithm [15] with truncated traces [10], but did
not present any results. However, no such improvement was attempted since the emergence of XCS.
This paper investigates how Eligibility Traces can be included in XCS to allow faster prediction
propagation in multi–step environments and enhance convergence properties in environments with long
action–chains. The following section describe the areas where Q-Learning [30] and XCS are similar or
differ and how XCS can be described as a Function Approximation (FA) technique for RL. This is
followed by a more detailed description of TD(λ) and Q(λ) [30, 31], how traces are implemented in XCS
and how this influences performance in a simple deterministic finite–state environment. The results
are then discussed and their consequences generalised.
2 XCS and Q–Learning
2.1 Prediction and Policy
The classifier predictions of XCS are updated using the technique of Q–learning [30]. This technique is
based on off–policy Temporal Difference (TD) control to directly approximate the optimal action–value
function Q∗, using the update procedure4
Q(st−1, at−1)← Q(st−1, at−1) + β
(
r + γ max
a∈A(st)
Q(st, a)−Q(st−1, at−1)
)
(1)
for each action a performed in state s at time t−1. β is the learning rate (0 < β ≤ 1), γ is the discount
factor (0 ≤ γ ≤ 1) and r is the reward received for performing action at−1 in state st−1.
The action–value function Q(s, a) represents the expected return for each state–action pair. The
discount factor γ effects how much future rewards are valued at the current state. Additionally, dis-
counting of the reward acts as motivation for action selection towards rewarding states (assuming that
non–rewarding actions within the environment are not penalised) as the agent’s action selection is based
on maximising the expected return when exploiting the learned knowledge. The policy pi describing
this action selection is called the greedy policy pigreedy, where from each state s the selected action is
at = argmaxa∈A(st)Q(st, a). ²–greedy is another commonly used policy in reinforcement learning that
allows early focus on optimal control but also provides some degree of exploration. It conforms to a
greedy policy with a probability of 1− ² and performs random action selection from A(st) otherwise.
In XCS, in contrast, the action–value for one state–action pair is given by the accumulated, fitness–
weighted prediction of the classifiers in the action set. Policy–wise, XCS commonly performs one
exploration episode with purely random action selection, followed by one exploitation episode with
greedy action selection. In both cases actions are performed until either a terminal state is visited
or the maximum number of steps per episode is exceeded. Performance is usually only reported for
exploitation episodes, which makes it hard to compare XCS and Q–Learning performance reports.
The sequence of policy evaluation and prediction–value update in Q–Learning is to firstly selects
its action depending on the current policy. Then it performs another greedy policy evaluation while
updating the Q–function, as can be seen in the update function (1). In comparison, XCS calculates the
prediction array (PA), which is the fitness–weighted accumulation of predictions for each action inM.
The next action is selected by applying the current policy to PA. Thereafter, the prediction values of the
A−1 are updated using the maximum value of PA, which is equivalent to performing a pigreedy evaluation
on the currentM. This shows that in each subsequent step the policy evaluation is based on prediction
values before they have been updated with the expected return of the previous step. Therefore, when
compared with Q–Learning, XCS always lags one step behind with its prediction update. As, however,
the generalised policy iteration (GPI) [28] does not put restrictions on the sequence of policy evaluation
and policy improvement, XCS without generalisation can still be said to converge to optimal values
with t→∞. Still, in a strict sense XCS does not perform Q–Learning.
3This update procedure is comparable to Monte Carlo Markov Chain methods, where predictions are updated when
a terminal state is reached.
4Notation: Using the notation of [9], with the following differences: A is the action set, M is the match set, P is the
full population of classifiers, S is the set of all states in the state space, A(s) is the set of possible actions for state s. The
environment is modelled by a Markov Decision Process (MDP), defined by a finite set of states s ∈ S, actions a ∈ A(s),
a transition function T (T : S × A → Π(S)) to assign each state–action pair the probability distribution Π(S), and a
reward function R(R : S ×A→ R).
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2.2 Value Function Approximation and Generalisation
Tabular Q–Learning needs to store one prediction value per state–action pair, or
∑
s∈S |A(s)| prediction
values overall. This can result in excessive storage usage for large environments. Therefore, attempts
are made to reduce the number of parameters of the learner and still retain acceptable performance. In
reinforcement learning, this is done by the use of known function approximation techniques, like linear
approximation, gradient descent, or different tiling methods to approximate the action–value function
[28].
XCS can be seen as some form of function approximator that segments the action–value function
into overlapping regions. Each of these regions is defined by the condition of one classifier, which
covers a region of a size that depends on the level of generality of the classifier’s condition. Perhaps the
closest resemblance to such a function approximator in RL is soft state aggregation. Ordinary state
aggregation is a simple form of generalising function approximator where states are grouped together
with one table entry used for each group [28]. In soft state aggregation, the states are mapped into
M > 0 aggregates or clusters from cluster space X , where each state s belongs to cluster x with
probability P (x|s) [24]. This allows each state to be covered by several clusters. The value of a cluster
generalises to all states in proportion to the clustering probabilities.
Agglomeration of classifier predictions in XCS can be seen as soft state aggregation with one
cluster being represented by one classifier. The state–action value for state s and action a is given by
the fitness–weighted prediction of all classifiers matching this state, or more formally
Q(s, a) =
∑
cl¦s,a pclfcl∑
cl¦s,a fcl
(2)
where the ¦ operators indicates that for any classifier cl ∈ P its condition matches the current state
s and the action it promotes matches the current action a5, i.e. cl ¦ s, a resembles the action set A
matching state s for the chosen action a. In soft state agglomeration the action–value is given by
the classifier prediction weighted by its probability to cover the state–action pair s, a, or formally
Q(s, a) =
∑
cl∈P P (cl|s, a)pcl. That gives
P (cl|s, a) =
{
fclP
cl¦s,a fcl
if cl ¦ s, a
0 otherwise
(3)
for the probability of a classifier belonging to a particular state–action pair. Using the above proba-
bilities, one state of the classifiers of XCS can be mapped onto reinforcement learning with soft state
aggregation.
2.3 Eligibility Traces
Eligibility Traces are a way of improving the speed of prediction update in reinforcement learning
by performing action–value backups over more than one state. As shown in expression (1) standard
Q–Learning, like any other TD(0) method, performs single backup, i.e. it bases the update magnitude
on one next expected return. Monte Carlo methods, in contrast, perform value update only after the
whole sequence of rewards are observed, which is at the end of one episode. Eligibility traces allow a
mixture of TD(0) and Monte Carlo by basing prediction updates on n steps of real reward and the
estimated value of the nth next state, all appropriately discounted [28].
In TD(λ), several backups of different lengths are mixed to form a complex backup, i.e. if the return
of an n–step backup is given as R(n)t = rt+1+γrt+2+γ2rt+3+ · · ·+γn−1rt+n+γnV (st+n), then TD(λ)
mixes these backups by weighting the n–step backup by λn−1, or more formally
Rλt = (1− λ)
∞∑
n=1
λn−1R(n)t (4)
Although it might not seem feasible to apply this approach, its implementation is rather trivial, as
shown below.
From a different viewpoint, TD(λ) can be seen as a decaying log of visited state–action pairs.
These can be implemented by adding an additional memory e(s, a) to each state–action pair that gets
refreshed every time this pair is visited and decays with every other step taken. Originally, traces were
accumulating, i.e. every time the corresponding state–action pair was visited they were increased by
5For a more formal definition of matching of classifiers see [21]
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1. Later, it was found that limiting the trace–magnitude to 1 (called replacing traces) gives better
performance, in particular if some actions do not perform a state transition [25], or more formally
et(s, a) =
{
1 if s = st; a = at
λγet−1(s, a) otherwise
(5)
for each s, a at each step. Different to reinforcement learning, XCS commonly deals with environments
where A(s) is not known and so A =
⋃
s∈S A(s) has to be assumed for each state. For this reason,
replacing traces is a better choice for such environments.
To use eligibility traces in Q–Learning, (1) is changed to
Q(s, a) ← Q(s, a) + β²e(s, a)∀s ∈ S, a ∈ A(s) (6)
with ²t = rt+1 + γ max
a∈A(s)
Q(st+1, a)−Q(st, at) (7)
where ² is the current error of expected return. At every step all traces decay by e(s, a) ← λγe(s, a),
as given in (5). Due to Q–Learning’s off–policy nature, special care is required to only keep the traces
as long as the learner follows a greedy policy. As soon as a non–optimal action (based on the state of
current knowledge) is selected, all traces have to be set back to zero to avoid misleading value updates.
This update procedure conforms to Watkins’ Q(λ), as described in [30].
In XCS the current action–value is formed by the classifiers in the current action set A. Therefore,
each classifier eventually causes a different prediction error. Eligibility Traces require one error value
² to be propagated back to all classifiers with traces. The approach chosen here is to weight the error
produced by each cl ∈ A by the macroclassifier’s fitness6, or
² =
∑
cl∈A(P − pcl)fcl∑
cl∈A fcl
(8)
This causes each classifier to contribute the same fraction to the overall error as it contributed to the
prediction.
It is hypothesised that adding Eligibility Traces to XCS will increase the speed of convergence
towards the correct predictions, similar to the benefits seen in Q(λ). What might interfere with this
hypothetical speed increase is generalisation within the classifier’s condition, which causes the classifier
to cover several states that might be visited during one episode. Another influential factor is the mean
error calculation, because it may be misleading to weight each classifier’s error by its fitness which in
the case of a new classifier will always be low.
3 Implementation
The effectiveness of eligibility traces is tested by adapting Barry’s XCS v2.3, creating a new XCS(λ).
His implementation is similar to the one described in [9] with the following differences:
• The covering operator only introduces a new classifier if M = ∅. A new classifier is introduced
at the end of each exploration step if
∑
cl∈M pclnumcl < ζpI , where ζ is the covering multiplier
constant and usually set to 0.5. The new classifier matches the current message with “#”s
introduced with probability P# and promotes a random action not present in M.
• The only form of subsumption used is between the parents and its children in the GA.
Traces are added by introducing an additional parameter e to each macroclassifier. Initially 0, at
each occurrence of a classifier in A its trace is updated to ecl = 1. At the end of each step, the traces of
all classifiers in the population decay by ecl ← λγecl. After each episode and whenever a non–greedy
action is performed, all traces are reset back to zero.
The prediction update for A−1 is performed in the usual way. However, directly after updating
A−1, the prediction of each classifier cl /∈ A−1 is updated by pcl ← pcl+ β²ecl, where ² is given by (8).
On encountering a terminal state, prediction update in A is performed in the same way as in A−1.
One point of inconsistency of this implementation is the incompatibility of the prediction update
within A and the update through traces outside of A. For classifiers in A the MAM update method
[29] is applied, where unexperienced classifiers calculate the average of the previous and the current
6As noted in [19], the fitness already accounts for the numerosity, the count of equal classifiers within a population,
in a macroclassifier.
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Figure 1: A 7–Step Finite State World. The learner always starts at state s0. Each episode terminates
when terminal state s7 is reached. The states are encoded in binary by their state numbers using 4
bits.
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Figure 2: The number of steps per episode and the relative error w.r.t. the current prediction for XCS
with and without traces. In (a) XCS starts with an empty population and uses covering, induction and
deletion to find the optimal classifiers. (b) shows prediction learning in XCS when it starts with the
optimal population and provides neither induction nor deletion. The episode steps are given by their
moving average over 50 exploit episodes. All curves are averaged over 10 runs.
values and experienced classifiers use the delta–rule for its prediction update. This requires the number
of updates to be stored within each macroclassifier. Update through traces facilitates the delta–rule
independent of the classifier experience and causes an update error when mixed with the MAMmethod.
This error, however, is negligible and does not influence the general finding of the experiments.
4 XCS(λ) Performance
4.1 Experiments
To keep analysis simple, XCS(λ) is tested in a small, deterministic finite state world which is shown
in Fig. 1, eliminating a number of confounding variables that exist in Woods–like environments [4].
The learner has to find the shortest sequence of actions from state s0 to the terminal state s7, where a
reward of 1.0 is given. All states are encoded in 4–bit binary, allowing for generalisation of state n and
n+10002 without introducing any error. The optimal population O therefore consists of 21 classifiers.
Optimal generalisation covers a fraction of P#O = 0.083 of all condition alleles of O. The minimum
number of steps is 7.
The XCS parameters are set to the following values: N = 336, β = 0.2, α = 0.1, ²0 = 0.01, ν = 5.0,
γ = 0.71, ΘGA = 25, χ = 0.8, µ = 0.04, Θdel = 20, δ = 0.1, Θsub = 20, P# = 0.2, pI = 0.01,
²I = 0.01, fI = 0.01, ζ = 0.5. Explore and exploit episodes follow each other alternately, performance
is only reported in exploit mode. For XCS(λ) the additional trace decay constant is set to λ = 0.9. It
is assumed that O is not known in advance and so P# is kept high when compared to P#O although
this might influence the results negatively.
To honour prediction errors independent of their position in their environment, the relative error
w.r.t. the current prediction or payoff7 or the relative error w.r.t. the optimal prediction are reported.
7This method was first proposed in [4]
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Figure 3: (a) shows the relative error w.r.t. the optimal prediction for each state–action pair for the
first 4000 steps, using standard XCS. The state–action pairs are shown in the sequence s0/0, s0/1,
s8/0, s8/1, s2/0, s2/1, s9/0, s9/1, . . ., s14/0, s14/1. (b) shows the same results for XCS(λ).
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Figure 4: The prediction per state–action pair before and after the prediction update. The change of
relative error shows how the relative prediction error w.r.t. the optimal prediction changes with the
prediction update. The sequence of state–action pairs is given in the text.
Figure 2 shows a comparison of steps per episode and relative error w.r.t. the current prediction
for XCS and XCS(λ). It can be clearly seen in (a) that although traces cause a faster decrease of error
and episode steps in the early stages, they perform worse by the time that standard XCS converges
to the optimal policy. However, when starting XCS with the optimal population and deactivating any
covering or induction (see (b)), traces show the expected effect of improved prediction update.
A comparative plot of the relative error w.r.t. the optimal prediction for each state–action pair is
shown in Fig. 3. One feature that is already visible in Fig. 2 but can also be seen in this plot, is that
standard XCS in (a) reduces the relative error faster that XCS(λ) in (b). Another interesting effect is
that for XCS(λ) the relative error moves below zero very rapidly, particularly for the early states in
the sequence. This indicates that the combination of classifiers for these state–action pairs predict a
value that is higher than the optimal value – for the first few states even double the optimal value.
4.2 Analysis
Although it seems intuitive that adding traces to XCS should increase the speed of learning as they do
in RL, they seem to have the opposite effect. A comparison of the graphs in Fig. 2 suggests that the
reduction of performance is caused by the covering and induction operator. A more detailed analysis
of one prediction update in an early episode allows insight into why traces as implemented above do
not improve performance.
To examine this further, let us consider an example transition, in this case in the form of a prediction
update in episode 7 (explore) after the learner has performed the following sequence of steps: s0/1 →
6
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Figure 5: Change of the average steps per episode after 50 exploitation episodes by changing of the
parameter P#. P# is displayed as the ratio of P# to P#O. The steps per episodes are averaged over
10 runs.
s8/0 → s1/0 → s9/0 → s2/1 → s10/1 → s3/1 → s4. The chosen action is 1, which lets the learner
proceed to state s12. Figure 4 shows the prediction for each state–action pair in the performed sequence
before and after the prediction update caused by the transition to state s12. The state–action pairs s4/1
and s12/1 are exclusively covered by an over–general classifier #1##/1, which causes their prediction
to be equal. As visualised in Fig. 4, the prediction for s4/1 is higher than the optimal prediction, which
was caused by an earlier update in s12/1 with a higher value. This causes s4/1 to produce a negative
error at the current update which is reasonable for s4/1 due to its too high prediction. However,
propagating this error back through all previously visited states causes their prediction also to be
lowered. This back–propagation causes a drop in performance for 6 out of 7 states and subsequently
reduces overall prediction quality.
Clearly, traces fail as soon as over–general classifiers cause negative prediction errors to occur.
Updating the prediction in a state closer to the terminal state can cause the prediction of a state–
action pair with a lower optimal value to overshoot this optimal value. Hence, negative errors emerge
from classifiers that cover state–action pairs with different optimal values. When traces are applied,
such negative errors are then propagated back to all classifiers in the action sequence and reduce their
prediction. If their prediction was lower than or equal to the optimal prediction – which is the case
for all less than optimally or optimally general classifiers – their prediction is degraded. This effect is
strongest when the over–general classifier covers several states close to the terminal state where the
difference in magnitude of the optimal value is highest between the states.
Experimental validation for this explanation is given in Fig. 3b where the predictions for early
states in the chain show a negative error of high magnitude in early runs. These result from either
over–general classifiers that cover these early states and other states closer to the terminal state or
from traces that propagate negative errors back through the action chain. The former also explains
the minor negative error in Fig. 3a for standard XCS but the significant reduction of performance in
XCS(λ) can only be accounted for by the latter.
If negative error back–propagation is found to cause such a loss of performance, one could argue to
avoid negative errors by taking the prediction P instead of the mean error ² to perform update in all
classifiers with traces. This would bypass the problem of how to define the mean error and subsequently
avoids the back–propagation of negative errors. This, however, is a fallacy as the value of earlier states
is always based on later states in the action–chain, which can, due to over–generals, still cause a too
high prediction and subsequent reduction of performance. The only viable solution would be exclusive
use of traces when a terminal state is reached (and the external reward is guaranteed to be correct) but
experiments revealed only a minor speed increase that does not compare with speed decrease caused
by the maintenance of the traces themselves.
Another workaround for the loss in performance is a reduction of generality as controlled by P#
to avoid the high amount of over–general classifiers. Indeed, a reduction of P# can improve the per-
formance of XCS(λ) significantly as visualised in Fig. 5. This graph shows that P# < P#O causes
XCS(λ) to evolve a correct policy faster than standard XCS. However, at P# > 3P#O the increased
introduction of over–general classifiers reduces the performance of XCS(λ) visibly below that of the
standard system. With these findings one might want to suggest that keeping P# low would solve
7
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the problem. Yet, a too low P# introduces too many over–specific classifiers that cause early random
deletion due to population pressure, as identified in [8]. The result is an infinite “covering – random
deletion” cycle with sub–optimal performance.
5 Discussion and Conclusion
It has been shown that XCS(λ) does perform worse than standard XCS if over–general classifiers
reduce performance due to negative error back–propagation. Setting coverage and mutation generality
P# close to or lower than the generality of O avoids this effect but can cause XCS to be trapped in
an infinite “covering – random deletion” cycle. As in a real–word setting P#O is not known, so no
recommendations can be given for the setting of P#. Due to such sensitivity to system parameters and
the increased effort of implementation, additional storage requirements and increased runtime, adding
Eligibility Traces to XCS does not justify the effort.
Recently it has been shown [7] that adjusting the prediction update to reflect on gradient descent
can significantly improve the speed and accuracy of learning the correct prediction values. This im-
provement is achieved by weighting the prediction update in addition to the learning rate β by the
classifier’s fitness w.r.t. the fitness of A, or FclP
cl∈A−1 Fcl
. Therefore, high–fitness classifiers will converge
to the correct prediction quicker, while low–fitness classifiers will keep their errors high. It is ques-
tionable if this extension would improve the performance of XCS(λ), as it will not be able to avoid
over–general classifiers. In addition, fitness–weighting prediction updates for classifiers with traces
require to additionally store
∑
cl∈A Fcl for the last A the classifier appeared in, which introduces
additional bookkeeping.
Over–general classifiers cannot be avoided in the trial–and–error approach that characterises the
reinforcement learning framework. If the optimal values of all state-action pairs are larger than the
initial prediction of a classifier, then any prediction update to a lower classifier prediction is a strong
indicator for an over–general classifier. Such information could be used in further XCS development
to quickly identify such overly general classifiers and remove them from the population. The problem
with such an approach is that before the too–high prediction was identified, it has already been used to
update the prediction of the previous classifier in the action–chain. As a result, the previous classifier’s
prediction could also overshoot its optimal value and would incorrectly be removed at its next update.
Another way is to initially keep more general classifiers in a “nursery” that allows prediction update
but no contribution to the final prediction value. Only if a nursery’s classifier did not cause a negative
error after a certain amount of updates will it act as a part of the population. This again would allow
the addition of traces, as over–general classifiers are much less likely to disrupt the prediction update.
Still, the impact of such a nursery on overall XCS performance is unclear and remains topic of further
investigation.
In the light of the results of XCS(λ) it seems surprising that RL with FA is still able to improve
performance when using traces (e.g. [27]). The most obvious difference in how XCS and RL perform
their searches is how they traverse the error surface. Function approximation methods in RL either
operate on fixed generalisation (e.g. by tiling) or adjust generalisation while also updating the value
function. Only in the latter case could generalisation be an issue when using traces. Still, generalisation
is usually performed smoothly, by descending in the direction of the negative gradient of the error
surface. Adaptive State Aggregation (ASA, [24]), for example, applies soft state aggregation and adjusts
the cluster probability distribution softly over all states by minimising the Bellman error. The GA in
XCS with ternary condition coding, in contrast, treats state coverage as a switch rather than a degree.
Therefore, when mapping state coverage of XCS to soft state aggregation (as demonstrated in section
2.2), its probability distribution per classifier changes with a much higher degree of discontinuity when
compared to ASA. Eligibility Traces propagate errors back to states that have been visited before.
Rapid changes cause higher errors and their propagation results in bigger disruption of the system.
By interpreting XCS as a reinforcement learner with function approximation, the genetic algorithm
performs the function of searching possible ways of covering the action–value function. Currently this
is done by flipping bits and introducing a “don’t care” symbol to allow some form of generalisation.
It might be possible to find other approaches to perform this search, possibly by further investigating
recent developments in RL, with softer adaptation of how the search space is traversed and still reach
a global optimum. Naturally, that would require another way of expressing generalisation and as such
deviation from the binary representation. If soft adaptation can be achieved, further investigation of
performance improvement with eligibility traces should be conducted.
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